
Abstract

This talk presents a review and analysis of the current state of

research and practice in the Food- Energy-Water (FEW) nexus. It

is intended to provide scientists and practitioners in the FEW

domains the tools, data, knowledge, and successful applications

in this research and practice area. The talk also describes

knowledge gaps in the FEW nexus domains. The objectives of

this talk are (a) to synthesize existing knowledge in defining and

conceptualizing FEW nexus for the stakeholders and help guide

them in defining and conceptualizing their own FEW nexus, (b) to

identify limitations and knowledge gaps. The following questions

assisted in addressing the objectives: Which systems are

involved? Where is the nexus applied or intended to be applied

and at what scale? How are the nexus elements assessed? and

Who should be considered? The study provides narrow and

broad definitions as well as simple and complex conceptualization

frameworks of FEW nexus that stakeholders can use while being

aware of the limitations and knowledge gaps.
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